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University of Georgia Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 256 pages. Dimensions: 11.0in. x 8.5in. x 0.7in.Neat
Pieces is a detailed, extensively illustrated survey of the major
forms and makers of the plain style of furniture made and
used by Georgians in the 1800s. Simply designed, solidly
constructed of local woods, and usually unadorned, such
pieces were used daily by their owners for storage, sleeping,
eating, and more. Today, this furniture is read by historians,
folklorists, and other experts for clues into a past way of life. It
is also prized by museums, antiques dealers and auction
houses, and furniture appraisers, collectors, and makers. Neat
Pieces first appeared as the companion volume to the Atlanta
History Centers seminal 1983 exhibit of the same name. The
exhibit featured 126 exemplary pieces of furniture, including
chairs, tables, huntboards, washstands, and candlestands.
Each of them is described and illustrated in this book.
Photographs in the original edition of Neat Pieces were black-
and-white; here they are color. A new foreword by Deanne
Levison looks at related publications and exhibits of the
subsequent two decades. The introduction, by William W.
Griffin, provides information on furniture forms,
nomenclature, and finishes. Also included in the book is...
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This ebook is really gripping and fascinating. it had been writtern extremely perfectly and useful. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Leopold Hills-- Leopold Hills

Totally among the finest publication I actually have at any time study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but
better then never. I found out this publication from my dad and i suggested this pdf to discover.
-- K a r ola nn Deckow IV-- K a r ola nn Deckow IV
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Madelyn D R Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 106 pages. Dimensions:
9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.This book is about my cousin, Billy a guy who taught me a lot over the
years and who can teach you a lot. Everyone who...
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Cajunflair Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 112 pages. Dimensions:
8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.3in.Its late 1974, and high school student, Melinda Dawson is in serious
trouble. Within two hours of revealing her suspected pregnancy to her parents, shes whisked
off against...
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Summer Fit Learning. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 160 pages. Dimensions:
10.6in. x 8.3in. x 0.5in.Summer Fit Activity Books move summer learning beyond academics to
also prepare children physically and socially for the grade ahead. Academic exercises are
based on Common Core...
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Petrucci Library Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 70 pages. Dimensions:
9.8in. x 7.2in. x 0.3in.Bach composed the first version of this piece in 1723 using the key of E-
flat major for the Christmas Vespers in Leipzig which contained several Christmas texts....
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Echo Library. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 88 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x
6.0in. x 0.2in.Hon. Gypsy Breynton, Esq. , M. A. , D. D. , LL. D. , c. , c. Gypsy Breyiiton, R, R. Tom
was very proud of his handwriting....

Scala in  Dep thScala in  Dep th
Manning Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 304 pages. Dimensions:
9.2in. x 7.3in. x 0.8in.Summary Scala in Depth is a unique new book designed to help you
integrate Scala e ectively into your development process. By presenting the emerging best
practices and designs...
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